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for the Democrats—served as commentary on these words.
Whereas in 1928 and again in 1932, bankers had been
among the heaviest contributors to the Democratic purse,
their revolt in 1936 was conspicuous* Heads of investment
houses, magnates of steel and chemicals, chain-store and mail-
order executives, individuals like Hearst the publisher and
JL Howard Pew the oilman, poured funds prodigally into
Republican coffers. On the other hand, motion-picture pro-
ducers, theater owners, a fair representation from the liquor
and tobacco interests and many members of the professions
and organized labor swelled the Democratic fund. In the
background stood millions of farmers, paid for not raising
crops, and millions more on relief who could not give the
president anything but love—and a vote.
Roosevelt achieved a reelection victory such as no other
president of modern times had won, capturing almost sixty-
one per cent of the popular ballots in a contest which drew
nearly six million more voters to the polls than the 1932
election, which had given him a mere fifty-seven per cent
Jubilant at their sweep of forty-six states, Democrats para-
phrased an old saw, "As Maine goes, so goes Vermont."
Hearst, among the most implacable of Roosevelt's enemies,
grudgingly admitted a few days after the election that no
man in American history save Jackson had enjoyed "an
equally overwhelming popular appeal and popular victory/*
True to the Jacksonian touch, Roosevelt provided that the
reviewing stand for the inaugural parade of January, 1937,
should be a replica of the Hermitage.
In bullish mood the president was already planning to get
the upper hand of his old adversary, the Supreme Court. Un-
mistakably from early in 1935 the tribunal had begun to do
deadly execution among the tender brood of New Deal legis-
lation: not only the NRA, the agricultural adjustment act
the Frazier-Lemke farm moratorium act, the Guffey-Snyder
law seeking to stabilize labor conditions in the soft-coal
fields, but even so innocent-seeming a measure as the railroad

